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also evoked a widespread consciousness of this new fact of inter-
national interdependence. At the same time, the ineffectiveness of
the two world-assemblies that had been convened, with such anxious
expectancy, to grapple with such urgent world-problems, showed
equally clearly that these sixty or seventy parochial Governments
were too deeply imbued with the traditions and habits and senti-
ments of an utterly different past to lend themselves readily as instru-
ments for the use of Mankind in dealing with the great human tasks
of the present and the future.
On the economic plane, for example, the glimmer of light which
flickered over the latter part of the year, as a dubious herald of dawn,
was certainly not the product of any creative activity on the part
either of the national Governments themselves or of those nationally
organized business interests which largely determined parochial
policies by applying4ocal pressures. Indeed, the Western, or Western-
ized, World of 1933 presented, in general, the spectacle, which was
familiar in China and Brazil, of unseen and imponderable construc-
tive forces battling doggedly against the apparently incorrigible
perversity of people in political and economic authority. An English
traveller in post-war Brazil reported, from Brazilian lips, the follow-
ing national proverb: 'For twelve hours in the day, we Brazilians
do our worst for the country; and then for twelve hours we sleep,
and God and the country put things right again.' As for China, the
pith of her internal history since the outbreak of the Revolution iu
1911 had been the struggle of the traditional Chinese virtues of
laboriousness in work and loyalty in family relations against the new-
fangled egoism and irresponsibility of the latter-day Chinese politicians
and war-lords. These flagrant features of contemporary life in Latin
America and in the Far East were plainly reflected, for those who had
eyes to see, in the countenance of the Great Society of the day which
had been conjured into existence by the recent Westernization of the
World. While the truth was that the lightening of the economic
darkness.in the course of the year 1933 was not due,to the parochial
Governments5 merit, it would not have been true to say that the
deepening of the political darkness, as the Disarmament Conference
approached its death-agonies, was not the Governments' fault. For
these Governments were the priests, as well as the creatures, of the
modem Western cult of parochial sovereignty; and, in blindly working
for the conservation of their own priestly office, they were driving
MsEnkind—with Mankind's own connivance—to cast itself into the
burning fiery furnace of totalitarian warfare* as a supreme sacrifice
to the idol of 'the totalitarian parochial state'. In the wordy of a

